Results

23
We present doepipeline, a novel approach to optimizing bioinformatic software parameters, 24 based on core concepts of the Design of Experiments methodology and recent advances in 25 subset designs. Optimal parameter settings are first approximated in a screening phase using a 26 subset design that efficiently spans the entire search space, then optimized in the subsequent 27 phase using response surface designs and OLS modeling. doepipeline was used to optimize 28 parameters in four use cases; 1) de-novo assembly, 2) scaffolding of a fragmented genome 29 assembly, 3) k-mer taxonomic classification of Oxford Nanopore Technologies MinION 30 reads, and 4) genetic variant calling. In all four cases, doepipeline found parameter settings 31 that produced a better outcome with respect to the characteristic measured when compared to 32 using default values. Our approach is implemented and available in the Python package 33 doepipeline.
experiments required [5] . This is done by introducing variation into the system under 71 investigation in a structured manner in order to explain how the parameters (factors) 72 influence the result (response). This variation is introduced according to statistical designs for 73 simultaneously varying the factor settings at a specific set of values (levels), and the system is 74 modeled using statistical methods, for example with Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 75 regression [5] [6] [7] . The simplest type of statistical design is the full factorial design (FFD) 76 where all combinations of factor levels are investigated in an exhaustive manner, meaning allowing for the investigation of a large and diverse set of parameters in an efficient manner. 85 Compared to grid search, GSDs reduce the number of runs required to explore an equivalent 86 parameter space by an integer factor, also called the reduction factor. 87 Although DoE is primarily used in analytical chemistry, a DoE approach has previously been 88 applied by Eliasson et al to optimize software parameter settings in a liquid chromatography-89 mass spectrometry (LC-MS) metabolomics data processing pipeline [9] . In essence, this 90 approach consists of sequentially updating a statistical design based on the predicted optimal 91 configuration of settings, until they converge at an optimum. We build upon the approach 92 proposed by Eliasson et al, and have developed a strategy for automated optimization of 93 software parameter settings. We extend Eliasson et al's approach with a screening phase 94 using the recently developed GSD to efficiently span a much larger parameter space. We also 95 make it possible to optimize multiple responses simultaneously. This extended approach may 96 be used both for optimization of individual tools and for multiple tools organized into a 97 pipeline. One crucial component is a well-defined objective function that you wish to 98 minimize or maximize, i.e. there must be some way to objectively determine how well the 99 pipeline is performing. Our strategy is software-agnostic and is implemented as a user-100 friendly Python package -doepipeline. 101 In this article, we outline our DoE-based strategy for a systematic approach to optimizing 102 multi-level and multi-step data processing workflows, and exemplify the application of 103 doepipeline with four cases; 1) de-novo assembly of a bacterial genome, 2) scaffolding of 104 contiguous sequences (contigs) of a bacterial genome using 3rd generation sequencing 105 (nanopore) data, 3) k-mer taxonomic classification of long noisy sequence reads generated by 106 ONT MinION sequencing units, and 4) genetic variant calling in a human sample. 107 
Methods
108
We propose an approach for the optimization of software parameters, based on methods 109 derived from statistical design of experiments. Our approach, which has been implemented in 110 a python package (doepipeline), can be divided into two distinct phases: 111 1. Screening using a generalized subset design to find an approximate optimum. This 112 phase also serves to find the best choice of categorical variables. The screening and optimization phases are schematically illustrated in Figure 1 and it is 0 when outside accepted limits and 1 when better than the target. The rescaled 127 responses are then combined into the overall desirability using the geometric mean. with the factor configurations suggested by the GSD and an approximate optimum is found 137 (red dot). Optimization phase: in iteration 2, an optimization design is created around the best 138 configuration found in the screening phase (black dots). In iteration 3, the design space is 139 moved in the direction of the configuration of factors that produced the best result (red 140 triangle) in iteration 2. doepipeline halts when the best response is produced by a 141 configuration of factors that lies close to the center point (red triangle in iteration 3).
142
Screening for Approximate Optimum
143
The purpose of the screening phase is to span the full search space to find regions with close 144 to optimal performance. Screening is performed by executing the specified pipeline using 145 combinations of factor configurations given by a GSD. Using a GSD effectively reduces the 146 number of experiments to run, while optimally spanning the search space (Fig. 1a) . The 
Optimization of Numeric Factors
162
After selecting the best factor configuration during screening, numerical factors are optimized 163 using response surface designs. The levels used in the screening design are here applied as 164 anchor points for the new optimization design. A response surface design, for instance a 165 central composite design, is constructed around the best configuration found. That is, the configuration of factor levels found to produce the best result during the screening phase is 167 initially set as the center point in the new response surface design (Fig. 1b) this distance is greater than 25% of the span of the factor, the high and low settings of the 187 factor are updated in the direction of the best result. The default step length is 25% of the 188 span of the factor, i.e. the high and low settings are moved 25% of the step length (Fig. 1b,   189 iteration 3). We found that the algorithm did not always converge at this stage, but moved the For this optimization we set the investigated factor space so that the default value for each 233 factor was included within the span of each factors' min and max values (Table 1) results. The target for the tSeq response was set to the reference genome size for FSC200 255 [11], while the targets for the nSeq and N50 responses were set to values that were 256 considered achievable (Table 2) . 257 The data input to ABySS consisted of the subsampled Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequence data for 258 FSC200 (see Sequence data used in cases). Prior to calculating the values for the responses 259 we applied a length-based filter to the assembly using or Nanopore platforms, to scaffold an assembly. When running the software, the user can 278 manipulate a total of six parameters that relate to the resulting scaffolds. We investigated 279 whether manipulating some of the parameters would yield a better result than that achieved 280 by running SSPACE (v. 1-1) with default parameter settings. We chose to optimize the 281 minimum alignment length to allow a contig to be included for scaffolding (a) (ALEN), the 282 minimum gap between two contigs (g) (GLEN), the maximum link ratio between the two 283 best contig pairs (r) (RRAT), and the minimum identity of the alignment of the long reads to 284 the contig sequences (i) (IDEN). As response, we maximized the N50 value of the resulting 285 scaffolded assembly.
We set the investigated space for the factors so that the default value for each factor was 287 included within the span of each factor's min and max values (Table 3) When classifying a sample, the k-mer set of each read is calculated and compared with the 305 database of known k-mers. The read is then assigned to the most specific taxonomic class 306 within the database using the highest scoring k-mer root-to-leaf classification path following 307 the taxonomic hierarchy. This method is implemented in, for example, the software package 308 Kraken [22] .
Kraken also uses a least common ancestor method, which re-classifies reads that are assigned 310 to multiple taxonomic sub-classes under a parent node. A read with non-unique leaf 311 assignment will then be assigned to the least common ancestor where there is little or no 312 assignment conflict instead. The k-mer classification method implemented in Kraken can be 313 applied to longer error-prone reads even though it is optimized for short accurate reads. 314 However, it will be less accurate due to the different (higher) error frequencies and will 315 therefore generate an increased rate of false positives. The input data were nanopore sequenced reads from two Francisella species, a target, pipeline across all autosomes and chromosome X with the optimized parameters.
373
The following settings were used for both optimizations. We set the space investigated for the 374 factors so that the default value for each factor was included within the span of each factor's 375 min and max values ( reduction in nSeq as compared to when abyss-pe was run with default settings (Table 2) . 443 Optimizing the parameters using the grid search option required 625 experiments to be run, 444 and it resulted in the same combination of parameter settings as when using doepipeline (see 445 Additional file 2 for grid search result (Table 4) , we were able to increase the F1 score by 0.065% from 0.993690 500 to 0.994341, compared to when running KrakenUniq with default settings.
Optimizing the parameters using the grid search option required 125 experiments to be run, 502 compared to 76 experiments using doepipeline. The grid search resulted in a best F1 score of 503 0.994169 which is slightly lower than the result obtained using doepipeline (see Additional   504 file 6 for grid search result).
505 Table 4 parameters and their default and optimized settings are listed in Table 5 . 525 As the optimization was performed only on chromosome 1, we wanted to see how well the 
